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Roadmap

1. Setup VM
2. Practice SQL on Pgweb
3. Practice RA on RATest



Virtual Machine instruction
https://courses.cs.duke.edu/fall22/compsci316d/instructions/vm/

Step 1: Reserve a VM:https://vcm.duke.edu/

https://courses.cs.duke.edu/fall22/compsci316d/instructions/vm/
https://vcm.duke.edu/






To prevent your VM auto power down everyday

1. Uncheck Automatic power downs (it may ask you a reason)



Step 2: Access to the Machine

Mac/Linux: 

In terminal, type “ssh vcm@vcm-xxxxx.vm.duke.edu”

(vcm-xxxxx.vm.duke.edu is your hostname)

Enter password for the admin user(vcm)

Another choice is use non-admin account

netid@vcm-xxxxx.vm.duke.edu

Password is your netid’s password

mailto:vcm@vcm-xxxx.vm.duke.edu
mailto:netid@vcm-xxxxx.vm.duke.edu


If Windows: Download MobaXterm from the official website



Click session



Click SSH





VM Setup - download & run setup script

1. Download the setup script:
a. wget -N https://courses.cs.duke.edu/fall22/compsci316d/static/init.sh

2. Run the script:
a. bash init.sh



VM Setup - add SSH Key to your GitLab

1. Pause at this screen
2. Copy your public key (everything starting from 

“ssh-rsa” to your duke email address)
3. Open a browser, go to gitlab.oit.duke.edu, 

login with your Duke credentials
4. Click on the icon on upper right corner, Go to 

setting → SSH Keys
5. Paste the public key under Key, give it a title, 

doesn’t matter what the title is, don’t have to 
set expiration date

6. Add Key
7. Go back to your terminal and hit [Enter]
8. Answer yes if asked to continue to connect

http://gitlab.oit.duke.edu


VM Setup - Install necessary tools
1. init.sh downloads a repository from GitLab

a. They are under path /opt/dbcourse on your VM
2. Run the following command:

a. /opt/dbcourse/sync.sh

b. This would install necessary tools for setup
3. Just wait for the command to finish (it takes a while)
4. Once it is finished, reboot to adopt the changes:

a. sudo reboot now

b. This would terminate SSH connection, just wait 
for the reboot and re-ssh



VM Setup - Final Step 
1. Run the command:

a. /opt/dbcourse/examples/db-beers/setup.sh

2. Once done, you should see output 
similar to the screenshot

3. Go to the following URL:
a. vcm-XXXXX.vm.duke.edu:8081
b. XXXXX is the number of your VM
c. Must include the port number at the end



Pgweb
In web browser, enter vcm-xxxxx.vm.duke.edu:8081 (27266, 28337, 28273)



Pgweb

Step 1. Write your SQL query

Step 2. Click ‘Run Query’

Step 3. Expect to see the result



SQL example 1:
What beer(s) does the bar – “Satisfaction” serve？



SQL example 1:
What beer(s) does the bar – “Satisfaction” serve？

Expect to see:

SQL query

Query result



SQL example 2:
Find addresses of all bars that drinker – “Ben” frequents ？



SQL example 2:
Find addresses of all bars that drinker – “Ben” frequents ？

Expect to see:

SQL query

Query result



Relational Algebra Recap (from yesterday)
Selection (to select rows) σ_{...} R

use \select_{..} R
Projection (to select columns) π_{} R

use \project_{...} R
Join (to join with other tables under some conditions) R1 ⨝_{...} R2

use R1 \join_{...} R2 
Union R1 ∪ R2

use R1 \union R2
Difference R1 - R2

use R1 \diff R2
Intersection R1 ∩ R2

use R1 \intersect R2



Combining multiple operation to an expression
On paper/exam, you can either write as a tree or a formula using symbols.

For HW, you will write queries in radb form — \select..\project.. etc.



Relational Operations
The full tutorial: https://users.cs.duke.edu/~junyang/radb/index.html
A cheat sheet: https://users.cs.duke.edu/~junyang/radb/cheat.html

https://users.cs.duke.edu/~junyang/radb/index.html
https://users.cs.duke.edu/~junyang/radb/cheat.html


RATest
https://ratest.cs.duke.edu/ratest/

A web with the backend radb, 
where you can test your RA query.

We will try Q(e), Q(f) (, maybe 
Q(g)) next and you can take (a)-(d) 
as practice.

Query in English

Schema

Write your RA and 
run it

https://ratest.cs.duke.edu/ratest/


RA example 1:
• Bars that drinkers in address “101 W. Main Street” frequent

• Show in RATest



RA example 1:

Result: Correct / Incorrect with counter example

Expression tree



RA example 2:
• Bars that drinkers in address “101 W. Main Street” do NOT frequent

• Hint 2. Difference(-) might help

• Hint 1. If I know how to get the bars those drinkers frequent, how can I know the 
bar they don’t frequent?



• Bars that drinkers in address “101 W. Main Street” do NOT frequent

RA example 2:



Let’s make sure that RADB on your VM works
1. RADB returns the result instead of whether it is correct
2. Go back to your vm (“ssh vcm@vcm-xxxxx.vm.duke.edu”)
3. Type in “radb beers”, then enter

1. Copy-paste what you write on RATest, then Enter

mailto:vcm@vcm-xxxx.vm.duke.edu


RA example 3:
• For each bar, find the drinkers who frequent it max no. times a week (among all 
drinkers who frequent that bar)

• Hint1. Who do NOT visit a bar max no. of times?

• Whose times_of_weeks is lower than somebody else’s for a given bar

• Hint 2. Then, Difference(-) might help



RA example 3:
• For each bar, find the drinkers who frequent it max number times a week


